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Message from the senior vice president 

 Hafa Adai and welcome to the 24th Annual Regional Language Arts Conference. Now in its third 

decade, this conference is truly a collaborative event designed not only to connect the university to 

the community, but to examine curriculum and pedagogy and to provide opportunities for infor-

mation exchange among teachers about effective methods that work in our multilingual and multi-

cultural classrooms. 

 

This year’s theme, ―Promoting and Sustaining Literacy through Technology and the Content Areas‖ 

brings focus to the technological tools we can use to develop students’ literacy skills and the im-

portance of the content areas to effective teaching and learning. 

 

We welcome Dr. Margaruite Smith, of McGraw-Hill Education, the keynote speaker who will focus 

on content areas and the common core curriculum standards.  
 

 I sincerely thank the committee members who have organized the conference as well as the confer-

ence sponsors including the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, the School of Education, 

the International Reading Association, Guam Council, and the Guam Marriott and Spa. Together 

you have developed an event that highlights the importance of literacy and reading and showcases 

the best teaching methods we can use to engage our students both inside and outside the classroom. 

 

To all the attendees, I encourage you to share and collaborate with your peers and plan to present 

your own successful teaching strategies next year. 

Dr. Helen J.D. Whippy 

Senior Vice President Academic and Student Affairs 
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Message from the dean 

Dear Conference Participants: 

 

Welcome to the 24th Annual Regional Language Arts Conference! We are pleased to note that 

there are more off-island participants this year from Saipan, Rota and the Federated States of 

Micronesia. 

 

The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences is very proud to be the primary sponsor of this 

conference. This year, the conference is bringing over two hundred educators from our region 

together to discuss a number of very important issues related to the language arts, which is the 

cornerstone of the education of our youth. 

 

First and foremost, this conference is an opportunity to learn from each other, share new ideas 

and techniques in teaching, and celebrate each other’s successes. Our keynote speaker, Dr. 

Margaruite Smith, came all the way from California to join us.   She will be sharing her exper-

tise in the area of literacy education.   

 

Congratulations for the impressive array of presentations. The topics are very interesting and 

informative. I believe the challenge facing you today will be deciding which concurrent session 

to attend. There are so many interesting sessions. 

 

I hope that you will learn much from this conference, and that you will go back to your respec-

tive campuses energized by the sessions and inspired with new ideas for your classes. 

Dr. James Sellmann, Dean 

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences 
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Message from the IRA PRESIDENT 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

Hafa Adai!  It is a great pleasure to be a part of the University of Guam’s 24th Annual Regional 

Language Arts Conference.  As President of the Guam Council of the International Reading 

Association, one highlight of the council’s yearly events is this conference.  It will engage you 

in so many ways through interactive discussions, networking in the hallways, talking with ven-

dors, and simply having an exciting time.   

In the pages that follow, you will get an overview of what to expect at the conference.  I en-

courage you to read it from cover to cover to learn of all the exciting things the presenters have 

to share.  It is nearly impossible to describe the experience of attending this event and spending 

quality time with educators – all of whom are focused on ―Promoting and Sustaining Literacy 

through Technology and the Content Areas.‖ It is like going to a fiesta with your closest friends 

and colleagues and sharing the dream of literacy over a wonderful lunch. 

If you are ready to implement a wide range of programs and activities that contribute to educa-

tion, then join us in celebrating and honoring all who teach the world to read because ―one 

book can makes a difference.‖  On behalf of the council, I want to thank you for all you do eve-

ry day to engage learners in literacy…what you do matters!   

Sincerely, 

Neldie Pendon-Limtiaco 

2011-2012 President 

Guam Council of the International Reading Association 

Neldie Pendon-Limtiaco, President 

Guam Council of the International Reading Association 
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Keynote speaker 

Dr. Margaruite F. Smith, EdD 

Keynote Speaker 

Dr. Margaruite Smith is Director of Department of Defense Education Activity (DoDEA), 

Hawaii and Pacific Sales and Service for McGraw-Hill Education. In that capacity, she is 

responsible for all aspects of teacher training, textbook and online learning sales, as well as 

Professional Development services for McGraw-Hill School Education educational materi-

als, including SRA, Macmillan, Glencoe and Wright Group products to the Department of 

Defense Schools and to Guam, Marshall Islands, Palau, Commonwealth of the Northern 

Marianas, Federated States of Micronesia and American Samoa, and Hawaii.   

 

Margaruite has degrees from Texas Tech University, Texas Southern University, and the 

University of Denver in education and in educational administration.   She has taught in eve-

ry grade level 1-12, and has been an elementary administrator.  She has teacher certification 

in reading, English as a Second Language as well as general studies K-12. 
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Event schedule 

 

Presentations & workshops 

Guam Marriott resort & Spa 

November 5, 2011 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

7:00—8:00 

Guam Marriott Conference Rooms Foyer 

 

Registration 

Packet Pick-up 

Continental Breakfast 

8:00—8:45 

Ballroom A 

Unseen Evidence: The Missing Link in some of our 

Unsupportable or even Wrong Decisions 

Dr. Michael Griffin 

UOG 

*H, C 

 

Evidence is the information or data used to validate a 

given conclusion or point of view, and it forms the 

foundation for that conclusion. Without evidence, or 

the lack of pertinent, sufficient, and valid evidence, a 

given conclusion can be rejected. While some confir-

mation may be readily available, some evidence is 

difficult to acquire. One of these latter types of evi-

dence may be described as unseen or silent evidence. 

It is simply overlooked. Sometimes we discover, af-

ter the fact, that we missed a key piece of evidence 

during our decision-making, with the net result that 

we are unhappy with the conclusion reached or a re-

lated action that has led to an undesired outcome. 

This presentation will illuminate a few examples of 

unseen evidence and an orientation that can be used 

to help illuminate such evidence in the future. 

Codes Used: P= Pre-School  E= Elementary M= Middle School  H= High School 

  C= College  ESL= English as a Second Language    ALL= All Levels 
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Event Schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

8:00– 8:45 

Ballroom B/C 

Let’s Prezi! A fun and engaging presentation online 

in a techno-diverse environment  

Ron Pangan 

Santa Barbara Catholic School 

* ALL 

Are you looking for an alternative way to do presenta-

tions in your class? Are you worried about not being 

tech-savvy? With the Edu Enjoy, a free license of  

Prezi for teachers, learning how to create astonishing 

presentations is easy even for beginners! Join me as I 

share with you how to create fun and engaging presen-

tations online using Prezi: The Zooming  

Presentation Editor. Let's explore the features of creat-

ing, navigating and using it live and on the web. Get 

ready to engage your students in collaborating online 

with Prezi as your tool.  

8:00– 8:45 

Latte Ballroom 

Say Something with PowerPoint  

Ailene Pamintuan,  

Rosemarie Guiting, Jose Cruz,  

Viola Salas 

UOG ED645 

*ALL  

Say Something with PowerPoint is designed to build 

reading comprehension. It is an active process high-

lighting the social nature of language. Participants will 

learn the different variations of the Say Something 

strategy.  

8:00–8:45 

Guahan Ballroom 

Kindle(ing) the Classroom 

Dr. Andrea Hartig, Pauline Baird,  

Patrick Harmon, Dr. Jason Vest  

UOG 

* M, H, C 

E-reading technology is flourishing at the moment, as 

are emerging and competing e-reading devices. This 

presentation reports the progress of a current UOG 

research pilot  project using the Amazon Kindle in 

both literature and composition classrooms. We hope 

we can introduce the permanent presence of e-reader 

technology in our English courses. After an overview 

of the project goals, we will review existing scholar-

ships one reader and Kindle technologies for teaching. 

We will then share how our first groups of students are 

engaging with the Kindle, and finally we will demon-

strate the Kindle’s tools for the reading and writing 

classroom. 

8:00–8:45 

Coral Ballroom 

The Promise of ―Scratch‖  Take 2 

UOG’s LN400G Applied Linguistics Fall 2011 stu-

dents:  Kimberly Borja, Allowyn Boyd, Lisa Car-

penter, Tin Marlar Lwin Gugin, Marie J. Guik-

ing, Kimberly Kaminaga, Joo Hyun Lee, Kayle 

Leon Guerrero, Jaime Llegado, Jolene Mendiola, 

Ray Mendoza, Faith San Nicolas, Ben Sapidas, &  

Mara Wusstig 

UOG 
* ALL 

Find out what teachers and future educators can do 

with‖ Scratch, ― an MIT-released free downloadable 

program. Dr. Quan’s LN400 Applied Lx students will 

show what they are doing with ―Scratch‖ to make 

learning fun and accessible to learners of all ages. 

Teachers can also assign ―Scratch‖ class projects and 

homework to help jumpstart students’ computer skills! 
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

8:45–9:00 

Break 
Table Displays, Browsing 

9:00–9:45 

Ballroom A 

Using the Internet in the Classroom: Moodle and  

Beyond 

 Michelle Bednarzyk 

UOG 
*M, H, C 

 

This presentation will highlight the features of Moo-

dle and the creation of a personal classroom website 

through Yahoo Site Builder, as experienced by the 

presenter.  

9:00–9:45 

Ballroom B/C 

Literacy in children: more content & technology? Or, 

better functioning intra-personal & inter-personal  

systems?  

Dr. George Kallingal  

UOG 

* ALL 

Teachers and educators have been searching for many 

years to find an answer to the question: what makes 

children and societies literate? Literate people make so-

cieties literate. What makes children literate? In learn-

ing, three very important components play a significant 

role: inputs, processing and outputs. Research, in the 

past, had given more importance to inputs and outputs 

as defined from an external frame of reference. Unfortu-

nately, these research efforts have not helped to improve 

literacy in children significantly. This paper looks at 

processing, intra-personal and inter-personal, as a key 

element in improving literacy in children and societies. 

All children are born with many processing systems. 

Systems become more functional through usage. When 

the intra-personal systems are effectively utilized, chil-

dren become more literate. Children, through encultura-

tion and socialization, become more cultured and social-

ized. Effective utilization of inter-personal systems help 

children interact more frequently with others and in the 

process they become more interested in others, motivat-

ing them to know and understand other people through 

reading. Content is the conduit teachers use to help chil-

dren improve their intra-personal and inter-personal sys-

tems. Through content, teachers can help children exer-

cise their functional systems and in the process make the 

systems more functional. Instruction should focus on 

how children process the inputs and on how they re-

spond to the given inputs. Technological systems in-

crease and improve access to information. But without 

adequate functional capability in intra-personal and inter

-personal systems, increased access to information 

through technology is not likely to make much differ-

ence. Action research carried out in the College of Edu-

cation lends much support to this hypothesis.  
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

9:00–9:45 

Latte Ballroom 

Voice and Vision: Submitting Creative Writing and 

Art for Publication in Storyboard  

Carol Simpson-Warner & Paulette Coulter 

UOG 

* H, C 

Storyboard, UOG’s literary magazine, has just put out 

a call for submissions to its next edition. Are you (or 

any of your students) a writer or an artist? What is Sto-

ryboard looking for? How do you submit your work? 

Members of the editorial staff will present a brief his-

tory of Storyboard, explain the submission guidelines, 

and then respond to questions.  

9:00–9:45 

Guahan Ballroom 

Master of Education in Reading Online Program  

Dr. Catherine Stoicovy & Dr. Matilda Rivera 

UOG 

* ALL 

The Master of Education in Reading is the University 

of Guam's first online program. This program is ideal 

for working professionals who are interested in be-

coming Reading Specialists. The first cohort starts in 

Spring 2012.  

9:45–10:00 

Break 
Table Displays, Browsing 

10:00–10:45 

Ballroom A 

Read Healthy, Write Healthy, Count Healthy – Incor-

porating Health Literacy Into The Everyday Class-

room 

Paul Drake 

UOG 

*ALL 

Health literacy measures how well we understand and 

use health-related information used in a variety of life 

events: health promotion; health protection; disease 

prevention; health care and maintenance; and access-

ing needed services or navigating the health-care sys-

tem. Healthy living results in healthy students, citi-

zens, lives. 

After an overview of healthy literacy outcomes in 

schools, participants engage in group workshop to de-

velop strategies and activities that can be used in the 

everyday classroom across the curriculum. 

10:00– 10:45 

Ballroom B/C 

Reading Fairy-Tales to Improve Reading Speed, Ac-

curacy and Expressiveness  

Dr. Tetyana Sayenko 

Nagoya University of Commerce and Business 

*ALL 

There is a number of good reasons for choosing classic 

fairy-tales for reading practice. From the pedagogical 

viewpoint, fairy-tales seem to be the most natural kind of 

early education texts due to their didactic content, simple 

vocabulary, and simple semantic and prosodic form. An-

alysts of English fairy-tales point out that specific fea-

tures characteristic of spoken language: its rhythm, pau-

sation and expressive intonation are fundamental ele-

ments in the fairy-tale text structure. Fairy-tale texts are 

oral texts by nature. They are easy to remember due to 

their imagery and canonic structure. Therefore, reading 

fairy-tale texts can help develop all three components of 

oral reading fluency: reading speed, accuracy and proper 

expressiveness. The present paper discusses the use of 

classic fairy-tales, with the application of the PC@LL 

system, to develop English reading speed, accuracy and 

expressiveness. Training exercises offered in the paper 

may be used both for L1 and L2 learners of English.  
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

10:00–10:45 

Latte Ballroom 

Voyager:  A Journey through Our Solar System 

Aileene Canos, NBCT 

F.B. Leon Guerrero Middle School 

* E, M 

Take a trip through the solar system with  

these exciting and engaging hands on activities that 

you can incorporate into your class-

room teaching.  Participants will be creating planet 

models and participating in a small scale walk of the 

solar system.  Picture books to reinforce solar system 

facts will be shared.  NASA postcards, pins, CDs, 

posters will be provided to all participants.     

10:00–10:45 

Guahan Ballroom 

Panel of Poets 

Dr. Christopher Schreiner, Ben Sapida, Rebeca 

Moreno, Roy Marasigan, Verna Zafra, Azusa  

Jinnai, Jasmine Stole, Katherine Mafnas 

UOG 

*M, H, C 

A group of poets from the Creative Writing class at 

UOG will read their poems and provide commentary 

on the craft of poetry. 

10:00–10:45 

Coral Ballroom 

Not So Strange Bedfellows: Filmmaking in the  

Classroom  

Marianna Hernandez  

GW / UOG 
*M, H 

Many of today’s students are highly visual learners 

who use technology to convey their understanding of 

the world around them. While filmmaking in the 

classroom has been done for years and in various 

content areas, full integration into the curriculum was 

often met with logistical and financial difficulties. 

However, with the introduction and development of 

digital camcorders, digital editing software and video 

sharing sites, incorporating filmmaking into the 

classroom has become much easier. The benefits of 

using filmmaking as a legitimate and valuable re-

sponse to literary text are numerous, especially for 

our growing population of technologically savvy stu-

dents. This presentation will examine the advantages 

of integrating filmmaking into the classroom, discuss 

strategies on how to do so, go over some basic tech-

niques and equipment needed to get started, and 

show real world examples of its incorporation into 

the language arts curriculum.  

10:45–11:00 

Break 
Table Displays, Browsing 

11:00–11:50 

Speaker’s Address 
Troy McVey, Acting Associate Dean, CLASS 

12:00–1:30 Lunch & Door Prizes 
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Event schedule        

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

1:40–2:40 

Keynote Speaker’s Address 

Dr. Margaruite Smith 

The Future of Literacy, Teaching and Learning 

This session will explore the impact of the new Common 

Core Curriculum Standards on the classroom focusing 

on the major change to outcomes rather than processes.  

Addressed will be the strong infusion in ELA curriculum 

of content area reading compencies across grade levels 

and how the new standards will affect the classroom.  

The Common Core State Standards have been adopted 

by all but 6 states as the foundation of the curriculum.  

Every state that has adopted is now in the process of im-

plementing in all classrooms. They are designed to do 

the following as outlined in the Mission Statement of the 

Common Core State Standards Initiative in alliance with 

the National Governors’ Association: 

The Common Core State Standards provide a consistent, 

clear understanding of what students are expected to 

learn, so teachers and parents know what they need to do 

to help them. The standards are designed to be robust 

and relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge 

and skills that our young people need for success in col-

lege and careers. With American students fully prepared 

for the future, our communities will be best positioned to 

compete successfully in the global economy. 

This presentation will give an overview of the CCSS and 

show how their emphasis of content area reading, espe-

cially science and social studies, will change the way 

educators teach in the next decade. 

2:50–3:35 

Ballroom A 

Language Experience Approach through Technology 

Jessica Crowther, Nadine Cruz, Esther Hermal, 

Stephanie Lujan 

UOG ED645 

*ALL 

This workshop will demonstrate different ways to imple-

ment the Language Experience Approach through tech-

nology. Language Experience Approach (LEA) is a 

reading and writing method which focuses on the use of 

individual, group and whole class dictated stories, the 

use of word banks, and creative writing activities. When 

students dictate their own stories, it builds on the linguis-

tic, social, cultural strengths and interests they bring to 

the classroom. LEA is a wonderful way to engage begin-

ning readers and writers, struggling readers and writers 

of all ages, and English Language Learners even at the 

adult level. Through technology, LEA enhances the ex-

perience by encouraging students’ creativity in a stress-

free environment. The use of computers is less frustrat-

ing than handwriting for most students and the computer 

itself is intrinsically motivating.   
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

2:50–3:35 

Ballroom B/C 

For Education and Fun:  Apple’s new iPad 2 

Cheri Wegner & Larry Angeles  

Marianas Electronics/SolCom 

*ALL 

This presentation will show what the new iPad 2 can 

do to help educators promote and sustain literacy 

inside the classroom, and to help students sustain 

what they have learned outside and beyond the class-

room learning environment. 

2:50–3:35 

Latte Ballroom 

Let's Blast Off to the Moon!  

Aileene Canos, NBCT 

F.B. Leon Guerrero Middle School 

* E, M 

Let’s Blast OFF to the moon with MESSENGER 

activities that will focus on teaching activities to get 

students excited in learning about our Moon. Learn 

about an easy demonstration that will greatly in-

crease students’ knowledge about our Moon . Picture 

books to reinforce these concepts will be introduced. 

NASA MESSENGER postcards, posters, pins, and 

CDs will be provided to participants.  

2:50–3:35 

Guahan Ballroom 

Free Technology Tools that Emerge  

Reading & Writing 

Dr. Jacqui Cyrus 

UOG 

*E, M, C 

 

 

There are several Web 2.0 tools that can be used to 

encourage reading and writing, from the very basic 

'text to speech' web-based tools to the more sophisti-

cated ebooks. Bring your laptop to explore new (and 

FREE) ways to engage learners in the reading and 

writing processes. 

3:35–3:45 

Break 
Table Displays, Browsing 

3:45–4:30 

Ballroom A 

Integrating OWLs into Your Writing Curriculum 

Diane Isis Thurber 

UOG 

*M, H, C, ESL 

The plethora of Online Writing Labs is a great bene-

fit to both students and teachers. In this session, we 

will look at a few prominent OWLs and offer sub-

stantive ways to integrate the voluminous materials 

found there into your existing writing curriculum. 

There will be hands-on activities and we will learn a 

fun way to make exploring the OWL a game! Practi-

cal and plentiful information for teachers of writing 

from Middle School onwards. 
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Event schedule        

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

3:45-4:30 

Ballroom B/C 

Dispelling the 10 Most Commonly Heard Misconcep-

tions about English Learners 

Elizabeth Hamilton 

GW 

*ALL 

Today, teachers are challenged with instructing more 

and more students with limited English skills If teach-

ers have unrealistic expectations about he process of 

second language learning, and its relationship to the 

acquisition of other academic skills and knowledge, 

students may be given inappropriate  instruction. In 

this presentation, participants will learn what research 

has shown about the 10 most commonly held miscon-

ceptions about English learners.  

3:45-4:30 

Latte Ballroom 

Differentiating Instruction to Promote and Sustain Lit-

eracy for Pacific Island Students 

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera 

UOG  

*ALL 

As educators, it is important that we meet the needs of 

all Pacific Island Students. Learn how you can support 

the academic needs of all learners using vocabulary, 

comprehension skills, and engaging strategies.  

3:45-4:30 

Guahan Ballroom 

Sing/sang/sung; eat/ate/eaten; is/are/was/were: Ex-

plaining and teaching the many weird word forms and 

spelling in English 

Dr. Clarisa Quan & Dr. Catherine Stoicovy 

UOG 

* ALL 

This presentation will help teachers explain the story 

behind the many irregular word forms and spelling in 

English, then suggest ideas on their delivery in the lan-

guage arts classroom. 

3:45-4:30 

Coral Ballroom 

A proposal on behalf of the UOG EN695 students 

Dr. Andrea Hartig & Dr. Jason Vest,  

Kim Solomon, Christian Gomez 

UOG 

*M, H, C 

The University of Guam Master's of English degree 

program is celebrating its sixth year. We are proud to 

offer this region a quality graduate degree designed for 

working professionals desiring to develop their content 

expertise as well as aspiring creative writers and liter-

ary scholars to ho ne their skills. This presentation will 

include a brief overview UOG's graduate English de-

gree program and then showcase several current stu-

dent thesis projects. Attendees will be encouraged to 

ask questions about the program and ask questions of 

our current graduate students and their research and 

creative work. 

 WRAP UP & EVALUATION DROP OFF 

4:30–5:30 

The View 

Pupus & Cocktails 

McGraw Hill 

McGraw Hill’s Dr. Margaruite Smith and Mr. Patrick 

Guerrero cordially invite Language Arts Conference 

participants to complimentary pupus and cocktails at 

the Marriott’s The View. 
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Tables and displays 

International Reading Association, Guam Council 

President: Neldie Pendon-Limtiaco 

 

 

Marianas Electronics & SOLCOM 

Sole Authorized AAPLE Reseller & Service Center for Guam 

Across JK Tiles in Barrigada 

sales@meguam.com 

Phone: (671) 637-4441/2 

 

 

McGraw Hill Education 

Margaruite Smith, Ed. D., Vice President, Director, DoDEA,  

Hawaii, & Pacific Sales & Service 

Margaruite_Smith@mcgraw-hill.com 

Phone: (856) 429-3191 

(Sponsor of the Pupus & Cocktail Hour) 

 

 

Patrick C. Guerrero, Representative 

McGraw-Hill School Education Group Pacific Region Representative 

Patrick_guerrero@mcgraw-hill.com 

Phone: Saipan/ CNMI: (670) 483-2665; Guam (671) 688-2775 
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Tables and displays 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt International Publishers 

Cindy Hager, Director of Sales, Pacific/Australia/New Zealand 

Jean B. Olopai, Pacific Sales Representative 

10801 N. MoPac Expressway #3, Austin, TX 78759 

cindy.hager@hmhpub.com 

Phone: (512) 721-7810 or (800) 992-1627 Ext. 7810; Fax: (512) 721-7833 

 

 

Cengage Learning Asia Pte. Ltd. 

Unit 2104-2106 Raffles Corporate Center 

F. Ortigas Jr. Road, Ortigas Center 

Pasig City, Philippines 1605 

www.cengageasia.com  

 

 

Storyboard 

University of Guam 

College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences 

Division of English & Applied Linguistics 

UOG Station 

Mangilao, Guam 96923 
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donors 

The 24th Annual Regional Language Arts Confer-
ence Committee would like to thank the following  
donors for making this year’s event a successful one: 

 Bank of Guam 

 Bestseller Bookstore 

 Capricciosa 

 Carmen’s Cha Cha Cha 

 Cars Plus & Cycles Plus, LLC 

 Cengage 

 Central Lanes 

 Coldstone Creamery 

 ComPacific 

 Dizzy Inc. 

 Essence K 

 Foremost Foods Inc. 

 Guam Marriott Resort & Spa 

 Guam Plaza & Tarza Water 

Park 

 Guam Premier Outlets 

 Hilton Guam Resort & Spa 

 iConnect 

 Infusion  

 Jamaican Grill Restaurant 

 Margarita’s Burritos & BBQ 

 McDonald’s of Guam 

 MegaByte 

 Mermaid Tavern 

 Micropac 

 National Office Supply/ 

Golden Marketing 

 Onward Beach Resort 

 Pizza Hut 

 Shogun 

 Strike Zone Baseball &     

Softball Shop 

 Tony Roma’s 

 UOG Endowment           

Foundation 
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STORYBOARD 

University of GuamUniversity of Guam  
College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences College of Liberal Arts & Social Sciences   

Division of English & Applied LinguisticsDivision of English & Applied Linguistics  
 
 

UOG seeks Pacific writing and art for Storyboard 
Literary journal’s twelfth issue to focus on ‘Crossings’  

 
The University of Guam’s Division of English and Applied Linguistics released today a call for submis-
sions for its literary journal, Storyboard. Writers and artists from Guam and the greater Pacific are 
encouraged to submit their work for journal’s twelfth issue, which will focus on the theme, 
“Crossings.” 
 
Storyboard gathers its collective voice from a wide range of Pacific sources, and accepts submissions 
from all genres, including poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction, drama, scholarly works, book reviews, 
visual and graphic art, and photography.  

Successful submissions will be inspired by the idea of crossing and its many interpretations, which 
may include the following: crossing of water or borders; crossing and intermingling of cultures, sto-
ries and beliefs; Guam and its neighbors as a historical, political and social crossroads of the Pacific; 
the many meanings of “crossing”; and other ideas. Artists and writers are only limited by their own 
imagination. 

All submissions must be emailed to storyboardjournal@gmail.com on or before midnight, Decem-
ber 8, 2011. Storyboard 12 will be published in April 2012.  

For more information contact Tali Ariav at storyboardjournal@gmail.com or 671-735-2725. 

mailto:storyboardjournal@gmail.com
mailto:storyboardjournal@gmail.com
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The Chairs, Co-chairs, and the Planning Committee of the University of Guam’s 24th 

Annual Regional Language Arts Conference wish to extend heartfelt thanks to the following 
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